VAIRON BF OPTIMIZER
PROCESS OPTIMIZATION FOR
BLAST FURNACES
BF PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

KNOWLEDGE BASE

Primetals Technologies is the leading supplier of
automation systems for the iron and steel industries, and
in particular blast furnace process optimization systems,
which are currently operating in more than 70 installations
worldwide—with furnaces of all sizes, ranging from 500 to
5800 m³.

A vitally important component of the system is
its knowledge base, which was developed in close
collaboration with voestalpine Stahl and which allows steel
producers to benefit from the vast experience gathered
from numerous blast furnace projects. This knowledge base
can be modified and extended to adapt to the customer’s
specific operational philosophy and practices.

The VAiron BF Optimizer—the package of solutions for
automated blast furnace operation—was developed in
close collaboration with voestalpine Stahl in Linz, Austria.
The technology is based on sophisticated process models,
artificial intelligence, mass and energy balances, a closedloop Expert System for fully automatic operation, and other
advanced software.
STANDARDIZED OPERATION
The ultimate aim in blast furnace operation is to achieve
stable furnace conditions and stable hot-metal quality
for the lowest possible production costs. The VAiron
BF Optimizer monitors the process 24 hours per day,
executing corrective actions in a closed loop, if necessary.
The system thus counteracts changes in the process
caused by fluctuations in process parameters such as
raw-material quality. In addition, the Expert System also
provides explanations for its decision-making process for
full transparency.
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Diagnoses, phenomena recognition
Corrective actions
Explanations

SIMULTANEOUS

CLOSED
LOOP
Coke rate
Burden basicity
Oxygen enrichment
Coal / Oil / Gas injection
Steam addition
Fine-tuning of burden distribution

Closed-loop operation is possible even for complex control actions such as the fine-tuning of burden distribution

HIGHLIGHTS
The Expert System, which supervises and controls the
blast furnace, helps to avoid heavy control actions and
critical process situations by reacting quickly as conditions
change, subsequently increasing furnace lifetime. Thanks
to the high maturity of the system, closed-loop operation is
possible even for complex control actions such as the finetuning of burden distribution.

MAIN BENEFITS

Rule-based operation equalizes operational decisions
over all shifts, leading to highly stable furnace conditions,
consistent hot-metal quality, and reduced coke rate. As
a result, the investment typically pays for itself within a
matter of months.

• Standardized, shift-independent operation
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• Typical savings for coke > 5 kg/tHM
• Quality improvement: typical reduction of
standard deviation of product KPIs of 10%
• Flexible raw material utilization

• Increased productivity
• Typical pay-back time of less than one year

The information (including, e.g., figures and numbers) provided in this document contains merely general descriptions or characteristics
of performance based on estimates and assumptions which have not been verified. It is no representation, does not constitute and/
or evidence a contract or an offer to enter into a contract to any extent and is not binding upon the parties. Any obligation to provide
and/or demonstrate respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of the contract. These estimates
and assumptions have to be analyzed on a case-to-case basis and might change as a result of further product development.
Primetals Technologies excludes any liability whatsoever under or in connection with any provided information, estimates and
assumptions. The provided information, estimates and assumptions shall be without prejudice to any possible future offer and/or
contract. Any use of information provided by Primetals Technologies to the recipient shall be subject to applicable confidentiality
obligations and for the own convenience of and of the sole risk of the recipient.
Primetals is a trademark of Primetals Technologies Ltd.

